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You Don’t Need to be James Bond to Keep Track of Your Tools. 

 

If there’s anyone in the construction industry who does more extensive detective work, or 
secret spying missions than the warehouse manager, I’d be surprised. With tools coming and 
going, not being returned at the end of the day, or assets simply “vanishing” into thin air, 
warehouse managers must tap into their inner-agent 007 to find out what’s happening out 
there! It is tempting to think that in today’s electronic world a tool manager should be able to 
spy on the location and movements of every tool. However, despite promising technology 

methods for keeping track of the hundreds (or thousands) of tools that move around 

throughout the day, the reality of tool tracking is very different from the spy tactics in a classic 

James Bond movie. 

 

Sure, while the gadgets you’re hearing about in the industry might seem like something Bond 
would have in the trunk of his Aston Martin, the truth is, used alone, they’re probably more 
frustrating than helpful. Let’s take a look at one of the more popular new technologies and see 

if it’s really going to help your missing tool detective work or if your 007 dreams will have to 

wait a few more years.  

 

GPS™ and Bluetooth™ beacon technology 

While beacons can provide some valuable insight into where a handful of your tools are 

located, many issues arise when you try to deploy hundreds or even thousands of beacons. The 

volume of small tools makes GPS™ tracking very different from GPS tracking of over the road 

vehicles or big yellow fleets of equipment. For starters, if the beacons were not already 

installed internally into the tools during the manufacturing process, someone must manually 

attach them to each and every tool in your inventory. Sound fun? It’s not. Especially since the 
beacons are generally fastened to tools with screws, adhesives or even zip ties. Beacons make 

sense for the large high-end vehicles or equipment fleets you deploy to jobsites, but they just 

don’t seem practical or feasible for every little tool that leaves the warehouse.  

 

Reliability - Then there’s the issue of range reliability. Your car gives you some insight into the 

reliability of GPS and Bluetooth™ signal transmission. Think of GPS like the satellite radio in 

your car. It works most of the time, but dead zones happen when you go through a tunnel or 

drive into a heavily forested area. When you drive out of the obstructed zone, the signal 

returns. If a tool gets lost in a dead signal zone however, it may never be heard from again.  

 

https://www.sharemytoolbox.com/tool-tracking/tool-tracking-beacon-technology-guide/


So what about Bluetooth? Again, just look to your car for a better understanding. Bluetooth 

tool tracking works the same as the Bluetooth phone connection in your car – and as anyone 

who is a regular user of phone-enabled Bluetooth knows, reliability becomes a serious problem.  

Just think about how often you need to reset your Bluetooth phone connection. Now multiply 

that by the number of tools you plan to track with Bluetooth and you’ll get an idea of what your 

field superintendent would experience with Bluetooth-dependent tool tracking. Something tells 

me he or she would be shaken and stirred! 

 

Energy use - One last thing to consider, especially when looking a GPS solution – the energy it 

uses. Simply put, deploying GPS technology to an entire inventory of tools requires a whole lot 

of battery power. In a review that Pro Tool Reviews posted about the Milwaukee™ Tick®, the 

reviewer had this to say about the true efficiency of GPS.   

“The problem is, GPS is power hungry and relatively expensive. My Garmin Vivocative 
HR+ goes from a 5-day battery life down to 10 hours with GPS enabled.” 

It’s just something else to consider when looking at tool tracking options  

 

The power of an accountability-based system – a better way to track tool inventories 

Beacon technology does have a place in your tool-tracking arsenal, but think of it more as a 

partner to a system that actually changes behavior and builds a more reliable and responsible 

field team. Rather than relying exclusively on a hardware solution to track tools, look at Apps 

that are rooted in the idea of building a culture of responsibility so that your folks in the field 

assume ownership for keeping track of the tools they borrow. By encouraging employees to be 

more responsible for tools, the company can reduce tool loss and wasted time without putting 

an expensive beacon on every piece of equipment. 

 

What you’re really accomplishing with an accountability-based system is improving an entire 

process. This is because Apps that track tools based on “responsibility” don’t rely on a hardware 
beacon, but instead rely on a person-to-person workflow. The App helps a company enforce a 

“transfer” and “acceptance” of responsibility between workers as tools move from person to 
person. This is a “worker” centric model built on changing behavior rather than a hardware 

centric model. 

 

ShareMyToolbox is a best-of-class solution in accountability-based tool tracking. Rather than 

relying on hardware tracking, ShareMyToolbox creates a “catalog” of tools and assigns the tool 
to an employee who “accepts” it in the App. That person’s responsibility for the tool is removed 

once it is returned to the warehouse or transferred to another employee who accepts the 

responsibility. When a member of your team knows that there’s a digital record of who has a 
particular tool, the employee will think twice about passing it along to a friend or leaving it 

exposed on a jobsite overnight.  They’ll be more likely to return it to the warehouse each 

evening. 

https://www.protoolreviews.com/tools/milwaukee-tick-tool-equipment-tracker/27855/
https://sharemytoolbox.com/


 

 

Stronger together 

Like I mentioned earlier, beacons are great tools for adding a layer of security for tracking your 

larger, high dollar hardware items. But alone, they’re just not practical for most contractors’ 
entire tool inventory. At the base level, the smartest and most helpful tracking approach for 

your company has to be a system that builds responsibility through accountability. Once that’s 
in place, consider a beacon-based system to monitor where your vehicles or fleets of larger 

equipment are throughout the day. This combination will complete a powerful tool-tracking 

arsenal for your company. Plus, this forward-thinking strategy will help you get a little closer to 

international spy-status – without the exotic cars, martinis and trips around the world, of 

course. 

 

Learn more about modern tool tracking here. Also you can find numerous articles on tool 

tracking tips and contractor profiles of tool tracking success on our website 

www.ShareMyToolbox.com.  
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